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Travel in Scrub and Savanna
If you leave your airplane and travel on the ground in the scrub for-
ests and savannas, you will soon find that roads are very scarce in most
sections. Except in India and on the more favorable "edges of The other
areas you will hii3"Iewj)eo£le and those few will be so poor andjDack-
ward that they wHT have practically no roads. You'can travel on" foot
witE'native c^	you may be
ableJonSse^Tiorses, but that will be rare because of the coarseness of the
grass and "the presencejof^^tinging^ insects and even of the deadly tsetse
fly.^ Or perhaps you can use some kind of motor vehicle, providelTyou
stick to the grassy parts, watch for hidden holes, and have plenty of spare
parts, spare time, and patience. Whichever method of travel you choose,
you are likely to wish you had come at some other season. In the wet
season the rain falls ui heavy jhowers each^ afternoon, and there is deep,
sti^yTnudf^ycxywhere. Unbridged streams jpour down in floods where
there are hills, or wander aimlessly in deep channels on the plains. In
the flafareas^ which abound in the savanna sections of the African Sudan
and tHe "South American'ISnos an9 Gran Chaco, large tracts are often
flooded.with, water.sojthat they temporarily become lakes or ponds, shal-
low to be sure, but hard to cross because their Bottoms consist of deep mud.
If you visit the scrub forests and especially the flat savannas in the dry
season, your troubles will be of a different kind. The difficulty will Be to
yi-.    i	'*"+-*	t	•*•.,, i   ~~...,*****     r—    ~"•'''"-'
find water^jjsLtQjiypHiJ.t. These regions, be it remembered, are among
th^Iiottest in the world, much hotter than the rainforest, because for
months tEey are exposed to the unclouded sun. MaSma of a hundred
degreesj>r more are common day after day. Even in the cooler season,
a place such as Khartum, 15° north of the equator, has an average tem-
perature of 70° in January, and an average daily maximum not far from
80°. In1£layJT>efore the summer rains begin, the average for day and
night has risen ^ to 91°, and the average maximum to well above 100°.
Under such conditions water completejyjjisappears except in the main
rivers. Wells dry up unless they are very dfeep, a himdredTeS~6Fmof5,
or are located in low depressions. Well digging in such regions is no light
matter. Nine times out of ten in some sections the^jvatcr of such deep
wells is more or less salty.,
One of the authors of this book obtained his most vivid realization of
the difficulties of travel in the scrub forest and savanna of low latitudes
when he contemplated landing at Cape York, the northeastern tip of
Australia close to Thursday Island where liners bound for eastern
Australia usually make a brief call. He saw the brown hills of the main-
land and the clouds of smoke rising from grass fires, but long before
that he had given up his plan. He had found that he would have to

